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Start with 2 questions
Significance of aviation in post-war period

- Availability and affordability is one of key change in these three decades
- Growth in passenger numbers
- Concrete developments
- Routine travel for many, planes are unremarkable sight in the sky
- But not all that was predicted in 1950s came to be realised by the 1970s and some developments have retreated
The Siting of Aerodromes around the City of Manchester, 1918-1938

Uncertain Positioning >> Infrastructural Permanence
PROGRAWMME
OF THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE MANCHESTER (RINGWAY) AIRPORT

His Majesty's Secretary of State for Air
(The Right Honourable Sir Kingsley Wood, P.C., M.P.)
and Inspection of
AIR DISPLAY
BY THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AND OTHERS

Saturday, 25th June, 1938
“Of all the prophecies which the planner is called upon to make none is more hazardous than to predict the future of air transport. ... whatever the future holds we can regard the possession of one major airport as essential to the prosperity of Manchester. We must also be ready for a development of rotor aircraft, a type particularly suited to our congested island conditions. These may be landed and serviced on large buildings or on small plane parks in the city centre.”

After intensive military use during the war, Ringway resumes scheduled civilian air services in June 1946.
MCC battles with Ministry for continuing municipal control

‘Make-do mentality’
The Development
Mid 1950s plans for a proper international airport
Ground broken on new terminal in October 1957
Phase 1: May 1959 - April 1961, £439,500
Manchester has provided this new transatlantic international airport to serve the communities of the Midlands and Northern Counties with the most up-to-date airport facilities in Europe
Quality of interior noted: “Prestige, too let alone any argument about beauty being its own justification, is important. It is necessary to our image abroad that the manner in which visitors to 'Britain's other Capital' are received should do credit to their hosts.”
1970s accretions, imminent arrival of wide body jets
‘A construction site with airport attached’

March 1974: The official opening of £8.3m additions, aimed to double passenger handling capacity
Capacity versus Demand

Annual passenger traffic
1982: 5,156,000
1969: 1,628,000
1965: 1,427,000
1961: 946,000
1958: 512,000
1951: 163,000
1947: 34,000

Does new infrastructure drive growth?
The Dream
1950s helicopters, hope.. hype...

The Modern Way

Fig. 7. Hypothetical network of internal and short stage European routes as operated by a 160-m.p.h. B.E.A. helicopter with 48 seats. Figures represent journey time for each route in hours and/or minutes.
Planning for the helicopter

- Novel and uncertain, but belief in many that helicopter was going to be major transport mode
- Parliamentary debates, reports, policies set
- Underlying logic: centrality of landing
- Pragmatics of the heliport: where to put it; what form would it take
- Planning challenges but plenty of scope. Bomb sites into 1950s and by mid decade councils had capacity for redevelopment of their city centres
- How to insert wholly new mode of mass transport into existing city fabric....? Comparison to c19th railway ‘invasion’ of urban core
Logic of the rooftop landing!

- Commonsensical at first glance. Get above congestion on streets below
- In our folk memory we imagined helicopters had routinely landed atop many high buildings
- Some antecedence of (wild) speculations from the 1930s for city centre airports
J.J. Spyra scheme, 1951
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HELIPORT
Scheduled helicopter services fade in the face of four issues

- Noise
- Planning Blight
- Safety
- Economics
What they had *hoped* for ....
And what really happened with helicopter passenger services
1939: 4,000 passengers
(Civilian flights stopped in Sept. 39)

2011: 18.8 passengers
(3rd busiest in Britain, just ahead of Stansted)
Plans that were realised, other possibilities remain
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